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George Thompson. and Richard D. Webb~whose
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inedited letters have likewise been used for this
biography-and still we have not half enume
-rated the dramntis persona; nor all of the
most important, for the manuscript collection
available was a chance-medley,no man having
done less, systematically, to pave the way for his
biographer than Mr. Garrison. His own letters
are naturally very numerous, and, being largely
quoted along with his :pcecues and his articles
in the several newspapers which be edited, afford
an opportunity of comparing his public with his
private utterances. The consistency of these is
unmistakable, and together they illustrate most
strikingly the measure of’his language.
This language was, from the outset of his anti
slavery career, condemned for its “harshness,"
but it was always scrupulously weighed and
adapted, and therein lay its effectiveness,since it
could notbe confounded with mere abuse. The
charge is again and again met in thesepagesby
Mr. Garrison himself, and it is made clear that
the real ground of offence-in him as well asin
his colleagues,not a low of whom easily surpass
ed him in “harshncss”—was the abolition doc
trr'ne. and not the phraseology with which it was
advocated. Deaf ears did not wish to hear the
truth about the national sin and the national
danger. His voice reached them as no other had
done. even when, as m the case of Bournc. tho
harshn was greater and the doctrine of immc
diate emancipation the same. “ 1will be heard,"
said the editor of the Llberalor in his salutatory,
and he was heard: the means were conformable
to the end. Before him. as John Quincy Adams
recorded in 1820.there was "a great mass of
cool judgment and of plain sense on the side of
freedom and humanity, but the ardent spirits
and passions [were] on thc side of oppression."
In Mr. Garrison these qualities were united,
while his speechremained truly dispnssionaw.
“is have a test of this in the curious paradoxes
that, as pcnecution int-reared and involved his
own person, ho was led the more speedily to
the doctrine of Christian non-resistance: and as
the churchesand the clergy grew more and more
openly pro-slavery, he was (ll'iWll more irresisti
bly than ever to the study of the Bible. This
ended (toward the closeof the present narrative)
in his embracing “ Perfectionism." as others
called it, or “practical holiness," as he termed it
-“ the doctrine that total abstinence from sin in
this hie is not only commanded but necessarily
obtainable.” It was the outgrowth of his reflec
tions on the subject of peaceas enforced III the
New Testament, and it exacteda total sepsrmion
of himself from all ex'mtinghuman governments,
as being transient institutions basedon violence,
and destined to disappear on the coming of
Christ’s kingdom. Whatever may bethought of
this doctrine as a working one in our “Ol‘ld, it

.

was drawn from the Bible. and was mo
delled upon the character and teachings of Je
sus. In other words, it was a Bible heresy. not
an "infidcll’onc. So was Mr. Garrison‘s view
of the supersessionof the Jewish Sabbath, which
agreed with Luther's and Tyndale’s, though tar
1cm rudely expressed. His formula of duty in
this regard was " to keepnot onein seven, but all
days holy."
These hcresies, neverthelem. became grounds
of division (culminating in 1840)betweenhimself
and the clergy and the sectarians, both anti-sla
very and pro-slavery; and the breach was com
pleted by a third scandalous mistake in exercis
ing the Protestant right of private interpretation
of the Scriptures: Mr. Garrison refused to oppose
the speaking of women in public. it seems
laughable now. butthe feeling excited by the an
ti-slnvcry lecturing of the Grimké sisters beget
asham clerical anti-slavery organization in ri
valry of the old, which had remained faithful to

Mr. Garrison. The controversy marks the be

ginning of the womon‘s-rights agitation in this

country, and in it alsotho Liberty Party had one
of its roots. The true history of the rise oftlus
political organization will be sought in vain out
side of these volumes. The reader will judge
whether to have had a hand in laying its foun
dations is matter for boasting, and whether Mr.
Garrison’s active opposition to its inception was
unnatural, short-sighted, or unjustified by the
result. '

More searchingly than any similar work. this

biography serves as a touchstone to reputations
that have been labelled and catalogued and

placed upon the shelf. The greatest is liable to be

recalled and tried anew by the question, Which
side did this man take in the vital conflict be

tween slavery and freedom? A conspicuous ex
amplc is furnished by Harrison Gray Oois,once a

Senator of the United States, a most admired
orator, a member of the Hartford Convention.
finally, Mayor of Boston. Perhaps, all told,
there is more of him in these pagesthan can be

found in any other one place. and upon it pos
terity is as likely to make up its final judgment
of him as upon any other source. Yet hc could
seenothing in the Liberator oifico but " an ob

scure hole," and took the lead in that Faneuil

Hall meeting for discountenancing the Abolition

ists which engendered“ the Boston mob" pa“ eac

ccl'ence of October 21, 1835. Mavor Lyman,
too, a Boston citizen of the best type, with many

local claims to remembrance, will probably one

his fame, for better or worse, to the exhaustive

account of the mobbing of Mr. Garrison during

his term of office, as given in the work before us.

The sameevent is made to cast a side-light.even

upon Channing’s character, and indeed the min-

tions of this divine to the editor of the Liberator

and the anti-slavery organization will surprise

many cf his traditional admirers. That down
right opponents like Dr. lVayland and Dr.
Leonard Bacon fare still more badly at the

hands of the documents here mustcnd, was to

be expected.
Next after the Bostonmob. thefiftieth annivcr

sary of which is closeat band. the episodeof the
founding of the American Anti-Slavery Society
in 1833will probably most fix the attention.
But, in truth, there was no important gathering

or occasion in the period under review from
which Mr. Garrison was absent, or, concerning
WhKll he has not left some description in his fa

mihnr correspondence. Thus, we do not know

where there exists so full a report of the memor

able mecting of the “Seventy Agents” in New

York in November. 1836. The burning of Penn
sylvania Hall in 1838is similarly narrated at first
hand, while numerous autograph letters epito
mize the London World's Anti-Slavery Conven
tion of 1840. A special interest attaches to inti
dents which are not absolutely new to print,
though practically our. of sight. Such are the

interviews with Wilberforce and Clarkson in
England, and with Han-let Martinenu in this
country: the sittings to tho painu r Haydon m
London; the “temptation" of Garrison by Aaron
Burr. When one has turned the thousandth
page of the ever-changing story. it seemsas it

the hero of in were long past his prime. The
running-title, however, allots. as we have said,
but thirty-five years to the play upon which the
curtain drops. More of life has seldom been
compressedinto so brief a span.
The typography of these handsome volumes,
from the De Vinne Press. is beyond praise.
The notes and references are abundant if not
superabundnnt. There is 0. minute index
of forty pages. Scattered through the
chapters are portraits of Mr. Garrison and
his nearest friends. and sundry facsimiles, by
which the reader is helpedint.) the very spirit of

the time. Among the portraits. which number
no less than twenty. and have been engraved
(many for the first limo) by the bestartists of the
Century, we remark those of Benjamin Lundy,
Arthur 'I‘appan. Arnold Balfum, Isaac Knapp,
Oliver Johnson, 8. E. Sewall. E. G. Lorlug, S. J.
May, Wendell Phillips, Theodore D. Weld, Fran
cis Jackson, George Thompson. Charles Follen,
Prudence Crandall, the Grimko sisters, Abby
Kcllev, Mrs. M. \V. Chapman. etc. The whole
work is a key to the files of the Liberator and to
the contemporary anti-slavery literature, includ
ing the manuscript sourcosgvhich it is announced
will be depositedwith the Boston Public Library'
in perpetuity.

MARTINEAU’S TYPES or ETHICAL‘
THEORY.

Tynes of Ethical Thecry. By James llfartineau,
D.D., LL.D. Oxford: Clarendon Press; New
York; Macmillan. 2 vols, 8V0. Vol. 1 , pp.
xxiv+ 479; Vol. ll., pp. viii+539.
ONE must speak hesitatingly about the historical
importance of a new book; and yet we should
not wonder if, in the cnd, Doctor Martineau‘s
present work were to come nearer than any
other English ethical treatise so far pubhsbed in
this age. to filling a place beside the standard
English ethical discussions of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. Surely, at all events,
this book, viewed with reference to the needsof
its own time. reminds us. despite its difl'usencss
and its lack of literary unity, of the kind of work
that was for their own times done by Hobbes or
Shaftesbury or Smith or Butler. And this we
say without mcaning thereby to expressour own
agreement with Doctor lllartmeau’s doctrine,
any more than we inlcnd to rxpress agreement
with Hobbes rr with Shaftcsbury or Smith or
Butler. Our judgment is for the first a purely
formal judgment, based on the quality of the
work done. Of the doctrine we SlliLll speak fur.
ther very soon. But at all events the book is. in
every respect save one, abreast with the learning
of its time. This one great lack lies in the direc
tion of a closer knowledge of modern German
thought, and few ethical writers could better dis
pense with this knowledge than Doctor Mar
tluenu. The defect is, even for him, however,
serious; yet in compensation therefor we have a
verv wide range of historical study and apprecia
tion, a definltc aai significant positive doctrine,
and an enthusiastic affection for human nature.
These are enough to constitute a more consideras
ble contribution to philosophical ethics than this
generation in English thought has so for other
wise known.
In a literary point of view, the book plainly
suffers from its origin in thoauthor’s lectures.
ll: suffers yet more, artistically, from the author’s
naturally genial and infinitely diffuse flow of
learned discourse. Hi5 estate is wide, full of
winrlinc: roads, of pleasant views. of gardens and
of thickets. He has certain fine outlooks, certain
especially beautiful meadow-lauds and mountain
summits that he wants you to see. So he takes
you to them: but first, by the way, number-less
paths open, and must be followed here and there‘
to sho wyou “hither they lead. At last theheights
are reachedand the views seen; but thenyou must
be taken home again by another road, through
more grovesaudlhicliets. “Then you are doneyou
know not exactly why just this route has been
followed; and your guide. confident. that you
have been at all events wcll instructed, refuses
to give you any further explanation, save that
he has willed it so, and likes that road best him
self.
By this figure we may express the impression
produced by the curious and original arrange
ment of this work, and by the fact that you can
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find such things as biographical details about
Spinoza or Comte, philclogical excursions con
cerning Plato, an exposition of the Cartesian
physics, and numerous other in~elevantoutbursts
of ardent scholarship, scattered all through what

aims to be a united argument concerning the
difference between right and wrong. Yet Doc
torMartineau is never pedantic, and never quite
garrulous. You hear much from him, and the
effect is, at worst, still good. As for the men

tioned curious arrangement, the authrr begins
with an historical sketch of certain selected
“non-psychological theories" of ethics. These
theories, such as Plato's, Spinoza’s, or Comte's,

seekfor the origin and truth of moral distinc
tions in the world without. and thembring into

man’s nature the moral law thus physically de
duced. They are in so far all alike wrong; for,

according to Doctor Martineau. the moipl law is
only to be spiritually discerned-that is, the true
theory must be“ psychological,” and somust first
find the moral distinctions in man's own mind
and nowhere else. But when you resolve to get
your moral doctrine psychologically, your trou
bles are not done. For you may still get, by
mistake, not an " idiopsvchological" ethical the
ory, as Doctor Martineau's terminology runs,

but an “ heteropeychological " theory. And that

would be disastrous. For only “ idiopsychologi
cal’ ethics, seeking the origin of the moral die
tinctions in amoral faculty proper, i. 0., in Ccn
science, can satisfy the conditions. "Hetero

psychological” ethics may hunt for the moral
nature in the love of pleasure, or in the abstract
reason, or, with Shaftesbury, in an aesthetic

sense of the fitness of things. But such a

search is one for a false unity. The Conscience
can be reduced to nothing simpler than itself.

Conscience proper Doctor Martineau treats
at the opening of his seccud volume, thus
discussing the " idiopsychological " theory in
between the “non-psychological” theories, set

aside in the first volume, and the " hetero
psychological" theories, whose refutation con
cludes his work. The truth is thus sandwiched
betweentwo generouslayers of error, and so this

philosophical tithit is prepared.
Conscience,however, is an old friend in ethics.

The theory of Doctor Martinean is made in the
fear of old objections, and is a revised version of

Butler‘s doctrine. Conscience for him is not

merely a storehouseof dogmatic moral maxims,

but a perceptive faculty. And what it perceives
is the existenceof a graded moral scale of active
principles, 1

'.

e., “incentives" or “springs " of
action, in our nature. In this scale we perceive

a regular series, from lowest "dispositions” or
“springs of action,” through the higher to the

highest. In estimating conduct, our conscience

applies itself, not to our acts directly, norto their
consequencesas such, but to their incentives.

The incentives once graded, an act is good in

proportion as, in presenceof any lower incentive,

it involves a choice of a higher. And so, in gene
ral, our lives ought to expressour higher rather

than our lower springs of action. Yet the lower
cannot bewholly excluded. The judgments of con‘

scienceare thus not passedupon the consequences

of the actsas such. Yet, by a processthat Doctor

Martincau doesnot make very clear. the compu
tation of consequences(vol. ii, p. 255)" is already
moreor less involved in the preference of this or

that spring of action; for in proportion as the

Springsof action are self-conscious,they contem

plate their own effects, and judgment upon them

[1
’.

e, upon the effects]is included in our judg
ment on the disposition." However this may be,

D0010!‘Mnrtineau's methodof defining conscience
obviously escapes some of the traditional theo

retical difficulties about that rather pretentious
faculty. Conscience, in his view, does not set
out with a man of querulous “thou shalt

not " maxims, but only excludes relatively,
declaring that when a higher incentive can be
followed. then a lower must. by comparison,
be rejected. But if the incentive A is reject‘
ed by comparison with B, when the two liap
pen to conflict. the incentive B is rejected by

comparison with its own higher incentive C,
when the conflict is between these; and con
science thus has, in general, no absolute respect
for the incentives, but only a relative interest in
them. Exwption is to be made in favor of the
highest and lowest incentives in the known scale.
Revcrence,as the highest incentive, has for us
an absolut - moral value amour:motives. and acts
that are necessary to express it have the highest
possible warrant as against all opponents. On
the other hand, Vindictivenes, being on the low- .
est grade among our motives-far lower, for in
stance. than mere natural Antiparhy-has for us
an absolute moral worthlcssness.being rejected
as against any other motive that may move us.
and so rejecred altogether. Even at the highest
extreme of the scale. however, the mentioned ab
solute value of Reverence must be practically
limited by the fact that our nature does not per
mit us always to be i'cvering, but forces us to he
often eating or fighting ; and that, in fact, an
effort to be continually reverential, and nothing
else,would make us all vile prigs, and so would
defeat its own aim. The complexity of our na
ture must thus be regarded in giving its due
place to even our highest motive.
This theory of conscience is not only more
liberal than many past theories, but it escapes
that repeated objection of the opponents of in
tnitionnl moral theories, according to which the
actual variations of moral judgment among men
exclude the pccsibility of a conscience as an au
thoritative and uniform faculty. When men dif
fer in moral judgment, they are, in fact, accord
ing to our author, judging different things. For
acts are practically so complex, and incentives so
numcrous, that we seldom take all things into
account. A wrong analysis of the facts mav bring
to conscience n fulsecase.which this highest judge,
who knows only the law, and acceptstheevidence
ashe finds it, must then estimate incorrectly.
Such we understand to be Doctor Martineau’s
position. Its agreement with one whole growth
of ethical tradition is perfectly manifest and ad
mitted; but its statement is frequently original,
and is accompanied by a very keen psychological
analysis of human acts and motives.
That this psychological theory includes a belief
in our moral freedom of will. and is also not (lir
connectcd from theological considerations, every
reader of Doctor Martineau‘s previous publica
tions will know without being tol i. Man is con
stantly in the presence,says Doctor Martineau,
of Nature and God, i. e., of the perceptible world,
and of its eternal cause. To understand them,
however, we do best to begin with our own soul“.“ to believe what the soul says of them," rather
“than what they have to say about the soul."
We thus obtain a "volitional theory of nature,‘,
and escapewhat Doctor Martineau especially ab_
hors, "a’naturalistic theory of volition." In re.
lation to ethics, the two methodsof nhilosophizing
thus indicated are evidently identical respective

ly with Doctor Martineau’s “psychologicaP’ me
thod, and with his great opponent, the “ non
psychologicul" method. The sametendency that
leads him to look within for the moral distinc
tions, leads him to assume, as the complement
and support of his ethical doctrine, a." volitional
theory of nature.” The human conscience de
mands that we should be in a world worthy of
our reverence, and capable of understanding our
graded scale or inner excellence. “'0 must in
terpret the outer world by our knowledge of our
own inner nature, and especially of our moral
nature. But hence the need,Doctor Martineau

think‘, of supplementing our ethics by a theism.
In defining this theism. his moral doctrine pur
sueshim to the end. Go.:', in order to be such a
God as our consciencerevel-es,cannot be simply
immanent in the world. but must transcend it.
What is realized in the world cannot be simply
and absolutely necessary; there must be personal

freedom still in God. something that might be
and is not chosen, something more than any phe
nomenal world can manifest. For. after all, in
Doctor Martineau's way of thinking, one of the
most noteworthy characteristics of a person 01:
viously is, that as person he is l‘not all thercfi
and might be other than he is.
This is the outline of our author's doctrine. We
a irnire the exposition, and think very highlv. as
the leader sees.of the historical influence that it

may hope to have. As against the naive and
stubbornly unprogressivo hedonism of someof
the recent 0!hical theorists among the evolution
ists, it has grmt lozicul advantages. It is free
from their Philisn'nism, and yet it doesnot de
spise their facts. But still we cannot in the least
disguise our fundamental disagreement with our
author-a disagreement that expreses itself at
once in our feeling that ins lack of appreciation

for modern German thought is a serious defect,

ovcn in sowealthy a thinker asbe. There are some
l_~sson.sto belearned from the historical outcomeof
the critical philosophy, and oneof theselessonsin,
that no gradcl scaleof incentives. intuitively and
dogmatically established bv any independent
moral faculty. can be in the leastadequate to the
vast undertakings of ethical doctrine. Every
such scale thus arbitrarily establlshed is a mere
per-o'ial whim on its very face, acaprice of the
man who makes it. Conscience, defined as unri
vatc intuitive faculty, is once for all defined as a
more individual prejudice. The mere chance
fact that two men or many men have or may
have the same capri'rc. gives no logical univer
sality to the moral perception. By the very dc
ilniticn, any logical universality is thus ex
cluded from morals. and ethical questions bo—
come for such a systemmere quest-ionsof taste.
With another private scale of gradation, we
should have another code; and this scale is. after
all, an accidental systemof pig on-holcs, useful in
our own studies. To asuru us that, meanwhile,

it is of divine origin, and that God arranges in
ccntives in just such an order of pigeon-holes,
would be to give up the whole case. and make
our ethicsdependon our physics. Yet to confine
ourselves to our own minds, and to say, "Such is

the scale, because we find it given in our own
souls," is to abandon universality for a confessed

ly private preference. How to look successfully
for universalii y in ethics is another matter. Doc
tor Marlinrau's method will always be, we doubt
not, of great.historical importance. and, expound.
ed as he here expounds it, with all the livclines
of controversial and psychological illust ntion
and observation that distinguishes his thought,
the result is a really great book. But our histori
cal succcssin philosophical writing is, fortunately
or unfortunately. not coincident with our success
as mere logicinns, or even as correct expounders
of the fundamental diflicullics of our 01302611
problems k’hilosaphy is valuable, as a social

force. in quickening men to wrestle with life
problems for themselves; and incomplete theo
rctical success is often. from this social point of
view, immensely important. Hence our admi
ration for this book. despiteour objections.
Doctor Martineau’s graded scale of springs of
action hasanother very serious defect, besidesthe
capricious and accidental basis upon which it all
rests. Most of the M6118,namely. by which it is
rosched,involve rrocesses of false abstraction,
uhich all the author's concrete interest in human
nature cannot render other than obviously un
frintful. After all, who can decide whether, ah
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strnctly and in themselves,viewed wholly apart
from their consequences,compassion is higher
than gratitude, or fear morally higher than the
tendency to spontaneousactivity 1 Yet iust such
questions Doctor Martineau's conscienceunder
takes to answer for him. In fact, of course, he
never really answers as abstract questionsas he
puts to himself. Suppressed and concretecon
siderations really decide. Yet his problems, as
they are stated, are often merely amusing in
their unreality. He is, for instance, studying the
Love of gain, in its moral relations in the scale,
and at the moment is comparing it with Antipa
Ihy or Hatred, considered as a primary passion
or as an instinctive “movement of self-protec
tion.” He is courageous enough to assume an
ideal casemuch int/his way: Banish all conside
ration of consequences,concentrate attention on
the one moment of action, and supposea purely
abstract and momentary man, “ who has an in
tensehorror of blood,” and “ receives an odor of
an abattoir with a good butcher's business at
tached.” Ought he, leaving out altogether for
the moment his family and friends and position in
life, and balancing only his primary passion of
blood-hatred against his love of gain, to accept
or not 1 Doctor Martmcau‘s conscienceis equal
to this bit of abstraction, and decides the “ to
me it appears certain that we should look with
contempt upon the suppression of even such
aversion by hire.” Much more, of couise, if onc‘s
antipathy is felt toward a person, say a negro,
it is obvious to Doctor Martineau that this pri
mary " self-protecting” antipathy ought not to
yield to a mere love of gain, however it may pro
perly yield to compassiomorpossibl 7to reverence,
if these come into play’. Californians who em
ploy the hated Chinese for cheap labor’s sake
will please take notice of Doctor Martineau’s
conscienceon this matter, asindicated by this re
mark.
Now, such abstraction as this is plainly un
practical, not to say immoral. There is a true
scientific abstraction, giving us unreal, or even
physically impossible cases,which, with the ab

straction itself, are still useful. Such an abstrac
tion is that of the mathematical physicist, who
studies the disposition of the heat conducted
from a given source along a homogeneousbar, of
a given shape and conductivity, immersed in a.
perfectly non-conducting medium, after the lapse
of a given time from the beginning of the pro
cess. Such cases do not occur in nature; but
they are valuable for the study of nature. But
a false abstraction it would he to discuss in bio
logy whether, in case a living animal consisted
only of a great toe and a tail, it would find the
toe more valuable than the tail. Yet just such an
abstraction is Doctor Marzineau’s in the case
mentioned. Even 'a butcher's life-work is an
organic whole, and he is a member of a social
order, with family, friends, and endlem social
duties. His love of gain is itself no quality ca
pable of being understood by abstraction. Like
the great toe or the tail of an animal, its nature
is determined by the total of the organism, viz...
here, of the character to which it belongs. And
even so with the hutcher’s antipathy for blood.
Hence the answer to Dr. Martineau’s question is
as indeterminate as would be the answer to the
supposed biological question-as indeterminate
and as worthless. A man is no more madeof
"springs of action,” in Doctor Martineau‘s sense,
than he is of quiddities or of second intentions.
Morality is, after all, what Aristotle made it, a
science of gradations among Ends. The deter
mination of the worth of Ends. and the conse
qucnt gradation of motives, cannot bemade from
any capricious and purely subjective examina~
tion of abstract "springs of action," but must
find some other rational basis. If, for instance,
the "greatest happinessof the greatest number ”

I

keen observation,
wisdom with which the venerable teacher has

is the highest End, then we shall have one possi
ble gradation of the motives of men.
social order as such, the organization of civilized
humanity, is our highest End, motives will get
someother sort of judgment.
ly as something in us. is nuautlioritative, and
may be wicked. And so we find Doctor Mar
tineau’s ethical

But if the

Conscience,mere

doctrine fundamentally de'
fcctive, deeply as we admire the learning, the

and the hard-won personal

adorned his work. We repeat, this book will
live long and prosper; yet not becauseits funda
mental doctrines are very novel, or logically
satisfactory, but because a. true man wrote it,
and because his generous learning vivifles and
warms its dust, and clothes the old body with
precious and enduring garments.

TWO BOOKS ON THE VOICE.

The Child’s Voice: Its Treatment Wit-hregard to
After-Development. By Emil Behnke and
Lennox Browne. Chicago: A. N. Marquis 8:,
Co. 1885.

Voice Useand Stimulants. By Lennox Browne.
Chicago: A. N. Marquis & Co. 1885.

THE authors of these two brief treatises have
adopted a plan of composition which has been
used before,and which threatensto becomea lite.
rary fashion that has, no doubt, its advantages,
though it will add one more terror to the martyr
dom of being a famous man. In order to deter
mine some disputed points regarding the use of
the voice at certain periods of life, and regarding
the effects of alcohol and tobacco on the vocal
organs, they sent circulars with questions to
hundreds of well-known singing teachers and
vocalists, in order to secure their opinions, as
well as a brief account of their personal experi'
ences. The names of all who responded to the
call are printed in the appendix of each book,
besidesbeing in many casesquoted in the preced

i118Pages
The monograph on the Child’s Voice is by far
the more valuable of the two, and should be con
sulted by all parents who wish to cultivate the
voices of their children, but do not know when
tn begin. The decision of this question should
rarely be left to a vocal teacher, for the obvious
reasonthat it is his advantage to begin as soon
as possible. That singing lessonsshould be given
to all young peoplewho have the least gift for it,
is a point which cannot be sufficiently recom
mended toparents. For, aside from the aesthetic
pleasure to be derived from music, the exercise
of the vocal organs often has a most remarkable
effect on health. Dr. Martin, of St. Paul’s
Cathedral in London, who has had twenty years’
experience in training an average of forty choir
boys, statesthat he has never witnessed any pul
monury delicacy engendered,and that the health
of many boys of cousu'nptive disposition has im
proved under his training. Moreover, “ it is very
rare to see children trained in singing sufleriug
from that very common defect in this country,
of breathing through the mouth instead of
through thenostrils”; and the full respiration re‘
quircd in singing also has a beneficial influence
on digestion : singing engenders hunger, and
“singing boys have often lusty appetites.”
Although a few of the vocalists who replied to
thequestionssent them by our authors, state that
voice-training may safely and advantageously bc
gin at a very early age, by far the bestand most
copiousevidence is to theoppositeeffect. Coupling
this with their own experience, the authors " are
bound to say we think the advantages of early
training have been greatly overrated.” There
is,ho\\'evcr,a great differencebetweenthenatural
and the artistic useof the voice, which is well

expressedby Mine. Antoinette Sterling: “ A girl
my commencesinging asearly as possible. Cul
tivation of the voice should not commencetill
alter the change to womanhood, ordinarily."
Doctor Stainer says: " Little girls should not be
taught to sing at all, as their tender voices are
often permanently injured by premature efforts.
A female voice should not go through any se
rious work or training until womanhood has
been reached.” And Mrs. Curwen gives her per
sonal testimony thus: " “Then I was achild, sing
ing was not taught in schools, so I es
capedthe habit of shouting and straining socom
mon now with children who go to school. And I
never had singing lessons till nearly nineteen
years of ige.” Provided the natural voice is
only used, avoiding all strain and loudness, chil
dren cannot easily sing too soon and too much.
For, asdlime. Sherrington says, “ Early training
sharpens the senseof hearing, and eurly use of
the vocal cords stretchesand strengthens them.
Children should therefore from earliest childhood
be taught little songs and dancing to acquire
rhythm."
In thecaseof boys, completerest at theperiod of
puberty is muchmore important than in the case
of girls, and the common neglect of such rest in
the caseof choir boys is probably the principal
reason why " the number of boy choristers with
fine voices who attain to eminence as singers in
after life is very small." Mr. Turpin also touches
upon a causeof the rarity of good voices: “Rough
play in noisy streets, attended by loud shouting,
I find to be, through forcing the tones of the
lower register, the most frequent causeof failure
in training boys’ voices“; and the objection that
interference with such sport would lessen the
manliness and cheerfulness of boys, is metby the
reply that complete suppression is not called for,
but only moderation. Many interesting points re
garding the differences between boys’and men’s
and girls’ and women’svoices are noticed, and a
separatechapter considersthe causeof the great’
or change of the male than the female voice,
without coming to any satisfactory conclusions.
Dr. Lcnnox Browne’s ‘ Voice Use and Stimu
lants,’ though comprising only 110pagesof text,

contains a. good deal of “padding," including a
twenty-page disquisltion on the question, “ \Vas
Mme. Malibran a Drunkard i” If she,oneof the
world‘s greatest vocalists, had beena drunkurd,
theDoctor’s thesis that alcohol is injurious to vo
calists would have received a serious blow; and
-he therefore determines this mooted and myste
rious question to his satisfaction as well as he
can. Mr. Sims Reeves, too, who had beennamed
as a caserefuting his theory, is quoted as having
written in 1876 regarding stimulants, that“by
long experience I find it better to do without
them entirely. A glycerine lozenge is preferable;
on very rare occasionsa small quantity of claret
and water may be necessary; but all alcoholic
stimulants are detrimental.” Of 380 vocalists
who were questioned regarding their drinking
habits, almost 70 per cent. admitted that they
drank regularly or occasionally; but 75 percent,
on the other hand, refuse to take any stimulant
either immediately before or during useof the
voice, as an aid to its exercise. hpirits are used
by only8per cent, “ while a much larger number

take the trouble to especially condemn" their use.
Doctor Browne, however. is sufliciently liberal
to admit that after work, at meal time, such a
small amount of alcohol as is contained in a pint of
claret is harmless, and may even beuseful by its
eflects on digestion. The best way of taking
wine for vocalists, however, would seem to be
“ in pills," asTheodoreHook puts it; for onevoca
list writes that he has “ found good dried raisins
a nice stimulant to the voice, eaten fasting or
shortly before singing"; and the author adds:
“I learn also that Mme, Lindfioldschmidt has
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